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The Glory of the Tree bears out the truth that some trees are
especially glorious in the fullest sense of the word: deserving
of glory, fame or honor; marked by great beauty or splendor;
magnificent. Truly, trees are deserving of admiration for the
blessings they bestow. They give us air to breathe. They offer
shelter and shade. They lavish us with gifts of useful purpose.
They surround us with natural luxury and delight our senses.
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The Glory of the Tree describes 90 species of tree that span the
millennia of evolution and the reaches of the globe. Concise
narratives include botanical descriptions and note the trees’ botany
and origin and where they are found today, as well as their size
and characteristics, potential age, climate and anecdotal history.
Written with affection and rich with fact, The Glory of the Tree is
an illustrated travel guide through the world’s forests, plains and
mountains — wherever trees grow. It is a lovely, abiding poem to
one of nature’s most generous gifts.
This is an outstanding selection for arborists, gardeners and all
who appreciate Earth’s natural beauty.
Dr. Noel Kingsbury is recognized internationally as a leading
innovator in horticulture, landscape, planting design and plant
ecology through his many books and journalism. His recent books
include Planting Green Roofs and Living Walls. He lives in Wales.
Andrea Jones is one of the world’s foremost garden
photographers. Her work has appeared in Guardian Weekend,
Daily Telegraph, Gardens Illustrated, BBC Gardeners’ World, House
& Garden and Country Living. She has also illustrated a number of
books, including Great Gardens of America by Tim Richardson. She
lives in Scotland and has had several successful solo exhibitions in
the UK and the United States.
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ninety of the world’s great tree species in glorious color

